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a b s t r a c t

The design of variants of the swept-frequency two-pulse phase modulation sequence for heteronuclear
dipolar decoupling in solid-state NMR is reported, their performance evaluated, and compared with other
established sequences like TPPM and SPINAL. Simulations performed to probe the role of the homonu-
clear 1H–1H bath show that the robustness of the decoupling schemes improves with the size of the bath.
In addition, these simulations reveal that the homonuclear 1H–1H bath also leads to broad baselines at
high MAS rates. Results from a study of the SPINAL decoupling scheme indicate that optimisation of
the starting phase and phase increment improves its performance and efficiency at high MAS rates. Addi-
tionally, experiments performed on a liquid crystal display the role of the initial phase in SPINAL-64 and
sequences in the SWf -TPPM family.

� 2008 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction

Heteronuclear dipolar decoupling combined with magic-angle
spinning (MAS) is necessary to obtain narrow lines in solid-state
NMR spectra of rare spins when they are coupled to abundant
spins [1–3]. This is the case whilst recording 13C spectra of organic
compounds, amino acids, proteins, and drugs as 13C is a rare spin
and is dipolar coupled to the abundant 1H spins. Decoupling
improves resolution and is also naturally accompanied by an
increase in sensitivity.

A continuous burst of radio-frequency (RF) irradiation on the 1H
spins, like in solution-state NMR for heteronuclear J decoupling,
was observed to effect a certain degree of heteronuclear dipolar
decoupling in solid-state NMR. This scheme, called CW decoupling
[4], was used routinely till the mid 1990s when a paradigm shift
occurred with the introduction of two-pulse phase modulation
(TPPM) [5] after which many decoupling sequences were intro-
duced [6–9]. A rigorous understanding of the spin interactions,
higher-order terms, and cross terms with and among the various
spin interactions has proved to be useful in formulating better
decoupling sequences [10]. Several drawbacks of the CW scheme
were also noticed with the advent of more sophisticated experi-
mental approaches, for instance, high-speed MAS probes. It was,
for example, observed that the spectral lines actually broaden
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out with increasing MAS frequencies contrary to expectation
[10]. This is now attributed to the reduction of the homonuclear
1H–1H dipolar couplings with increasing MAS frequencies. Detailed
description of the progress made in this problem can be found in
the recent reviews [6,7].

As already mentioned TPPM [5] was the first sequence to offer
considerable improvement over CW in decoupling. This scheme
consists of two pulses of equal lengths (denoted by s) which differ
in phase (denoted by 2/). Achieving optimum performance with
TPPM involves optimisation of s as well as /. The mechanism of
phase modulation in TPPM together with a criterion for efficient
decoupling was worked out recently by Leskes et al. on the basis
of bimodal Floquet theory [11]. It was shown that careful optimisa-
tion of s and / is needed to satisfy the decoupling conditions.

A few of the decoupling sequences introduced after TPPM that
deserve merit are the following. An improvement of TPPM was
introduced by Fung et al. which consists of TPPM blocks with dis-
cretely incremented phases and termed small phase incremental
alteration (SPINAL) [12]. Although originally designed for static
samples like liquid crystals SPINAL performs admirably for spin-
ning samples. Based on the arguments of Leskes et al., the effi-
ciency of this sequence can be understood in terms of its ability
to satisfy decoupling conditions owing to alteration of the phases.
Another modification of TPPM with continuous phase variation
was proposed by Paëpe et al. named cosine modulation (CM)
[13,14]. Unlike TPPM, where the phase is square-wave modulated,
CM involves generating a cosine profile with different initial values
and time period for optimum performance by automated iteration.
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This study was fruitful in unraveling the mechanism of decoupling,
but its experimental implementation is involved. Gerbaud et al.
have convoluted a Gaussian with cosine modulation to effect het-
eronuclear dipolar decoupling and also addressed some issues re-
lated to the robustness of decoupling sequences [15]. Khitrin
et al. have designed decoupling sequences by convoluting many
cosine modulations that lead to certain degree of robust perfor-
mance [16]. Their semi-quantitative arguments suggested the
requirement of an additional modulation on TPPM for improved
heteronuclear dipolar decoupling.

An altogether different strategy for designing heteronuclear
dipolar decoupling sequences was adopted by Levitt and cowork-
ers who demonstrated a set of C-sequences for heteronuclear dipo-
lar decoupling [17] based on the symmetry properties of tensorial
interactions [18]. Riedel et al. have demonstrated improvement in
C-sequences by using adiabatic pulses [8].

A conceptually distinct approach, called XiX, was adopted by
Meier and coworkers [19]. Its origin could be traced to an earlier
attempt by Tekely [20]. Unlike the phase-modulated sequences,
the decoupling efficiency of XiX improves as the MAS frequency
increases.

Recently, we have designed robust decoupling sequences for
both MAS experiments [9] and static cases [21]. Our approach con-
sisted of modulating TPPM blocks by discretely changing the dura-
tion of each block in an adiabatic fashion. The resulting scheme,
swept-frequency TPPM (SWf -TPPM), due to the adiabatic sweep
was shown to generate robustness with respect to various experi-
mental parameters. This was also exemplified in the theoretical ap-
proach based on bimodal Floquet treatment [11]. The SWf -TPPM
sequence also offers significant intensity enhancement of MQMAS
spectra of quadrupolar samples and is again insensitive to misset
of various experimental parameters [22].

We here report on the experimental investigation of the per-
formance of modulated TPPM sequences under MAS and espe-
cially the role played by the depth of the phase modulation /
for SWf -TPPM scheme. Simulations and experiments show that
TPPM fails at high MAS rates a result which was already demon-
strated for TPPM [19]. The same is true for SWf -TPPM scheme
unless the cycle time is changed or additional modulations are
imposed. Experimental corroboration of the earlier observations
of the optimum initial value of / ¼ 15� in the SPINAL scheme
instead of the generally accepted / ¼ 10� in the case of static
liquid crystals will also be shown. The manuscript deals with:
the design strategy of various decoupling schemes on the lines
of SWf -TPPM, a revisit of the efficiency of the SWf -TPPM decou-
pling scheme, probing the role of the homonuclear 1H–1H cou-
pling on heteronuclear dipolar decoupling via numerical
simulations, a discussion on the study of various newly designed
SWf -TPPM analogues and SPINAL, and a study of decoupling in a
liquid-crystal to discern the effect of the starting phase of the
sequence on the decoupling efficiency.
2. Design of the pulse sequences

A detailed study of heteronuclear dipolar decoupling was
recently done by Leskes et al. laying down conditions for decou-
pling and looking into resonance conditions for decoupling with
respect to various experimental parameters [11]. SWf -TPPM was
designed by modulating the pulse length in TPPM with tangen-
tial profile. The tangential profile ensures that the resonance
conditions for decoupling are met for a range of values of the
pulse duration. Other variants reported here are designed by
modulating the pulse length albeit the profiles are different.
These sequences are designed as variants of SWf -TPPM by
sweeping across the aforementioned resonance condition in
many possible ways. Thus, we have a diversity of distribution
of frequency components in these sequences which appear in
the respective power spectra.

To frame the discussion in the later sections, we outline the de-
sign strategy of the various decoupling sequences. The new RF
modulated decoupling schemes are built with TPPM as the build-
ing block. TPPM consists of two pulses of length s with phases /
and �/. It is notated as ½s/s�/�. Both s and / need to be experimen-
tally optimised for maximum decoupling efficiency.

Taking ½s/s�/� as the building block, Fung and coworkers
formulated a recipe which combines phase variations of the TPPM
blocks and supercycling to obtain sequences of the SPINAL family
[12]. The basic SPINAL scheme (SPINAL-8) has the form ½s/s�/�
½s/þds�ð/þdÞ�½s/þ2ds�ð/þ2dÞ�½s/þds�ð/þdÞ�, where / and d are respectively
the starting value and the increment of the phase. Generally / and
d are taken to be 10� and 5�, respectively, in which case SPINAL-8
reads as ½s10s�10�½s15s�15�½s20s�20�½s15s�15�. Notating the SPINAL-8
block as Q and defining Q as ½s�10s10�½s�15s15� ½s�20s20�½s�15s15�,
SPINAL-16, SPINAL-32, and SPINAL-64 are obtained as QQ ,
QQQQ , and QQQQQQQQ , respectively and which was called
supercycling in the original report [12]. A reported advantage of
SPINAL over TPPM is the need to experimentally optimise only
the pulse length and not the phase. Here, with a goal to enhance
the performance of SPINAL, we have relaxed this requirement
and attempted to find the optimum value of both the initial phase
ð/Þ and increment ðdÞ at various MAS rates. Earlier we had investi-
gated the effect of the initial phase keeping the increment steps
fixed at d ¼ 5� and notated such sequences as SPINAL-64x where
x was the initial phase [21].

SWf -TPPM is obtained by modulating the pulse length of TPPM
blocks, i.e. by varying the values of s. It can be represented by spec-
ifying the pulse width ðsÞ of each TPPM pair with the phase / a
constant and may be notated as f½0:78s/0:78s�/�½0:86s/0:86s�/�
½0:94s/0:94s�/�½0:96s/0:96s�/�½0:98s/0:98s�/�½s/s�/�½1:02s/1:02s�/�
½1:04s/1:04s�/� ½1:06s/1:06s�/�½1:14s/1:14s�/�½1:22s/1:22s�/�g. In
other words, 11 TPPM blocks make up this sequence with the pulse
lengths varying from 0:78s to 1:22s in the manner given above.
Although the central pulse pair duration s may have to be opti-
mised for an enhanced performance, a value corresponding to flip
angle of 180� suffices in most cases of practical interest. The num-
bers multiplying s provide control over the profile of the sweep and
a recipe to generate new sequences. In this fashion many profiles
were designed by us, called SWf -TPPM sequences in general, with
qualitative differences in their power spectra.

The profiles of the new SWf -TPPM analogues and their power
spectra are given in Fig. 1 in the left and right columns, respec-
tively. The numbers plotted on the ordinate in the left column of
Fig. 1 are the multiplicative factors (denoted by fi) that determine
the profile. The numerical values are given in Table 1. We now
summarise how the fi’s of the SWf -TPPM family were obtained.
All of them are composed of TPPM-like blocks with the central
pulse pair having a pulse length close to that corresponding to a
flip angle of 180�. The duration of the pulses in this block is de-
noted as 1.

� In SWfðsÞ-TPPM the pulse widths were swept linearly from 0.75
to 1.25 times s with an increment of 0.05. In equation form the fi

are given by fi ¼ 0:75þ 0:05� ði� 1Þ where i is the number of
the TPPM block.

� The numerical factors of SWinv
f -TPPM are given as fi ¼ 1=xi where

xi is given by 1:5� 0:1� ði� 1Þ and i in turn is the number of the
TPPM block. In other words, xi decreases linearly from 1.5 to 0.5.

� The two sequences SWtan1
f -TPPM and SWtan2

f -TPPM were gener-
ated by evaluating the function 1þ tan h at 15 equidistant points
as h varied between � �20� and � 20� in the case of the former
and between � �14� and � 14� in the latter. The case of
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Fig. 1. The time and frequency profiles in the left and right columns, respectively of the various SWf -TPPM analogues each of which was designed by repeating TPPM
blocks with varying pulse lengths. The pulse length (normalised with respect to the central pulse pair) is plotted against the number of the TPPM block in the
sequence.
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Table 1
Pulse durations for various SWf -TPPM (phase-modulated pulse length incremented) schemes

No. SWf -TPPM SWinv
f -TPPM SWtan1

f -TPPM SWtan2
f -TPPM SW1=s1

f -TPPM SW1=s2
f -TPPM SWs

f -TPPM SWf � TPPM6

1 0.78 0.67 0.65 0.742 0.900 0.800 0.75 0.85333
2 0.86 0.71 0.75 0.789 0.916 0.833 0.80 0.96
3 0.94 0.77 0.85 0.830 0.930 0.870 0.85 0.98667
4 0.96 0.83 0.90 0.868 0.950 0.909 0.90 1.01333
5 0.98 0.91 0.94 0.903 0.970 0.952 0.95 1.04
6 1.00 1.00 0.96 0.936 0.990 1.000 1.00 1.14667
7 1.02 1.11 0.98 0.968 1.010 1.053 1.05
8 1.04 1.25 1.00 1.000 1.030 1.111 1.10
9 1.06 1.43 1.02 1.031 1.050 1.190 1.15

10 1.14 1.67 1.04 1.063 1.100 1.250 1.20
11 1.22 2.00 1.06 1.097 1.122 1.333 1.25

12 1.10 1.131
13 1.15 1.170
14 1.25 1.211
15 1.35 1.258
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SWf � TPPM6 was similar with six equidistant points sampling
the range � �8� to � 8�. We note that SWtan1

f -TPPM is the same
as the SWtan

f -TPPM in our earlier study on a liquid-crystal [21].
� SW1=s1

f -TPPM and SW1=s2
f -TPPM are based on the SWð1=sÞ-FAM

scheme used for the enhancement of the central-transition signal
of half-integer spin quadrupolar nuclei [23]. Increasing the fre-
quency components in a decoupling sequence with a fixed num-
ber of pulse pairs and hence a fixed cycle time requires the
sweep width to be increased. A useful set of equations for this pur-
pose, although originally introduced in the context of FAM, may
be found in the work of Bräuniger et al. [23] which was adapted
in the design of SW1=s1

f -TPPM and SW1=s2
f -TPPM with sweep

widths of 22 and 50 kHz around the central RF field of 100 kHz.

3. Experimental

All experiments were performed on a Bruker AV500 MHz spec-
trometer equipped with a 2.5 mm double-resonance and a 4 mm
triple-resonance CPMAS probes. The 2.5 mm probe was used for
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the pulse length ðsÞ, 1H off-resonance ðDx(1H)), and phase difference ð2/Þ from left to rig
and SWf -TPPM are indicated by triangles (N), circles (�), and squares (j), respectively.
the study of the SPINAL decoupling sequence and the 4 mm probe
was used for all the other studies. 5-CB was used for liquid-crystal
studies with an RF field of 30 kHz applied for heteronuclear dipolar
decoupling. For all the other studies natural abundance glycine
was used. Spinning as well as static spectra were obtained by the
ramped cross-polarisation technique [24].

4. Performance evaluation of SWf-TPPM and its analogues

We now investigate the decoupling efficiency of SWf -TPPM and
its analogues and compare their performance with TPPM and
SPINAL.

4.1. SWf -TPPM

Fig. 2 shows an efficiency comparison of TPPM, SPINAL-64, and
SWf -TPPM on natural abundance glycine. The intensity of the Ca

peak of glycine is plotted as a function of the MAS rate at RF power
levels of 100, 90, and 70 kHz in the top row and as a function of
pulse length, 1H off-resonance, and phase respectively in the bot-
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tom row. Our earlier conclusions, based on a study of tyrosine [9],
are borne out in that from a sensitivity standpoint SWf -TPPM
matches up favourably to TPPM and SPINAL-64 but shows im-
proved robust performance with respect to s and /. The noticeable
difference with the earlier study is the higher sensitivity of SWf -
TPPM to the 1H off-resonance over TPPM and SPINAL-64. This sam-
ple-dependent phenomenon may arise from the reduced proton
bath present in the sample under study compared to the earlier
case of tyrosine [9].

For SWf -TPPM the best performance was obtained when the cy-
cle time sc was less than the rotor period sr. Fig. 3 shows the per-
formance of TPPM, SPINAL-64, SWf -TPPM, and SWf � TPPM6 as a
function of 1H off-resonance at a MAS rate of 14 kHz for RF fields
of 100 and 80 kHz in the left and middle trace, respectively. The
right trace shows the plot at a MAS rate of 8.8 kHz and RF field
of 100 kHz. The cycle times of TPPM, SPINAL-64, SWf -TPPM, and
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the 1H resonance of adamantane.
SWf � TPPM6 for 100 kHz of RF are 10, 80, 110, and 60 ls, respec-
tively. A MAS rate of 14 kHz corresponds to a rotor period of
71.4 ls, thus, for this MAS rate with an RF of 100 kHz only TPPM
and SWf � TPPM6 have sc < sr and these two modulation schemes
are found to be the least sensitive to 1H off-resonance as seen in
the left trace. For an RF field of 80 kHz, the cycle time of TPPM
and SWf � TPPM6 becomes 12.5 and 75 ls, respectively and subse-
quently SWf � TPPM6 becomes very sensitive to 1H off-resonance,
as shown in the middle trace. When the MAS rate is lowered to
8.8 kHz with a rotor period of 113.6 ls and an RF Field of
100 kHz, sc for all the modulation schemes becomes smaller than
sr and all the frequency-swept schemes become less sensitive to
1H off-resonance than TPPM.

Experiments were done to check the efficiency of decoupling
away from the ideal values of / and s for TPPM, SPINAL, and
SWf -TPPM. Fig. 4 shows the intensity of the Ca peak of glycine as
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a function of the phase difference ð2/Þ and 1H RF nutation fre-
quency x1 (that in turn corresponds to the pulse length s) for
TPPM, SPINAL-64, and SWf -TPPM for MAS rates of 5.7 kHz (top
trace) and 11.0 kHz (bottom trace). The phase shown for SPINAL-
64 here are the initial values keeping the increment same. The
comparison shows that SPINAL-64 is more robust than TPPM
which is clear for the lower MAS rate of 5.7 kHz where a broader
area of efficiency is seen. The SPINAL performance becomes com-
parable to TPPM as the MAS rate increases. At the lower MAS rate
of 5.7 kHz SWf -TPPM is efficient at higher values of phase differ-
ence ð2/Þ not shown in the range depicted in Fig. 4 which is how-
ever evident in Fig. 5. At a MAS rate of 11.0 kHz the area of
efficiency of decoupling has got quenched for all the methods with
optimum / for SPINAL-64 and SWf -TPPM reduced significantly.
This phenomenon can be attributed to the scaling of homonuclear
1H–1H couplings with increasing MAS rates, however, even at this
MAS rate SWf -TPPM is a much better method as it has a broader
and homogeneous area of efficiency of decoupling. The influence
of II couplings on IS decoupling will be dealt with in Section 4.3.

The robustness of SWf -TPPM was studied at various MAS rates
and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The aim was two fold: to find
the optimum phase and pulse length values at various MAS rates
and determine its effect on the decoupling efficiency. Fig. 5a and
5b compare the efficiency of SWf -TPPM as a function of / and s,
respectively at various spinning frequencies. The comparison
clearly shows that the robustness of the method decreases with
spinning frequency.

4.2. SWf -TPPM Analogues

A comparison of the sequences in the SWf -TPPM family will
now be presented. It relies extensively on the results of Leskes
et al. [11] the bare essentials of which are sketched below. The
eigenvalues of the system Hamiltonian consisting of the chemical
shift and heteronuclear dipolar coupling in the presence of a
phase-modulated RF field is, according to the bimodal Floquet the-
ory, given by

H�00 ¼
Dx2

kxc
Iy �

HCSA � HIS

nxr þ kxc
Iy þ x1ð�x þ �y þ �zÞIp ð1Þ

The difference in the eigenvalues of the Hþ and H� Hamiltonians,
corresponding to the 1H spin being in the + or � states, is a measure
of the efficiency of the decoupling. This was calculated for TPPM,
SWf TPPM;SWinv

f TPPM;SW1=s
f TPPM;SW1=s1

f TPPM, and SWs
f -TPPM. The

eigenvalues are measured as a function of the strength of the heter-
onuclear dipolar couplings ðHhet

DD Þ to mimic the effect of random ori-
entation of crystallites. The result is plotted in Fig. 6. The difference
for SWf -TPPM and its analogues (except SWinv

f -TPPM) is noticeably
smaller than for TPPM. As this difference in eigenvalues manifests
directly in line width, the large eigenvalue difference makes
SWinv
f -TPPM less efficient at higher spinning speed (see Fig. 7). Pro-

files where the pulse-width modulation are symmetric (SWf -TPPM,
SW1=s1

f -TPPM, SW1=s2
f -TPPM, and SWs

f -TPPM) are better behaved
with SWf -TPPM outperforming the others, presumably due to its
adiabatic character.

Extensive comparison of the sequences in the group were also
carried out. In Fig. 7, the efficiency of the SWf -TPPM family is com-
pared as a function of the pulse length and phase. One can notice in
this figure that all the sequences work over a range of pulse lengths
and phase, in other words they are robust, and their robustness
scales with the sweep width. The most robust amongst these is
SWinv

f -TPPM which has the largest sweep width in the power spec-
trum. Its robust performance is most likely a result of the decou-
pling resonance conditions, alluded to earlier, being satisfied over
the course of the sweep. Such resonance conditions have been in-
voked earlier to explain the efficiency of SPINAL [11]. The efficiency
of SWinv

f -TPPM, however, deteriorates with spinning speed.

4.3. Influence of 1H–1H couplings on 13C–1H decoupling

One of the main drawbacks of CW decoupling is the deteriora-
tion of its efficiency with increasing spinning speed. This was
one of the aspects considered whilst sophisticated sequences were
designed. An understanding of the interference of 1H–1H dipolar
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coupling with heteronuclear dipolar decoupling was recently ob-
tained with bimodal Floquet theory [11]. Simulations are per-
formed here to further probe the role of a dipolar bath made up
of 1H–1H couplings by measuring the intensity of a 13C bonded to
n 1H nuclei. The simulations were performed with SPINEVOLUTION
[25] owing to its ability to handle large spin systems. Co-ordinates
and NMR parameters of spin systems CH1 to CH9 provided in the
package were used in these simulations. The simulations shown
in Figs. 8 and 9 (considering TPPM and SWf -TPPM, respectively
at a MAS rate of 5.8 kHz) were done to verify the experimental
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observation in Fig. 3 with various spin systems, namely, CH3, CH5,
and CH6 with II couplings and CH5 without II couplings. The area of
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efficient decoupling increases with the size of the spin system
(CH3, CH5, and CH6 with II couplings) and the effect is more pro-
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nounced for SWf -TPPM than for TPPM. One can also observe that
the same area shrinks severely if II couplings are removed in the
simulation, as shown for CH5, indicating that the robustness is af-
fected heavily by II couplings. Its effect on SWf -TPPM is more as
the sequence itself relies on adiabaticity for robust performance
and any additional mechanism, like 1H–1H couplings, can aid it
favourably. At moderate MAS rates in real-life spin systems the
strongly coupled II bath can aid both TPPM and SWf -TPPM with
the latter expected to gain more due to additional resonance con-
dition matchings. This intuition is evident in Fig. 10 where the
spectrum at MAS of 5.7 kHz with both TPPM (left column) and
SWf -TPPM (right column) improves with larger spin systems with
SWf -TPPM outperforming TPPM. The simulations are performed
for optimum values of RF field and phase difference ð2/Þ, men-
tioned in the figure caption. Simulations were performed for nom-
inal RF field of 80 kHz (corresponding to 180� for the pulse flip
angle) and phase difference of 20� (data not shown) which lead
to line shapes without splitting for larger spin systems whilst
smaller spin systems showed line shapes with splittings. These
splittings are due to inefficient heteronuclear dipolar decoupling
whilst in the case of larger spin systems the homonuclear dipolar
couplings mitigate this effect. Good line shapes for small spin sys-
tems are obtained only at optimum flip angle and phase, whereas
the lineshape and intensity remain unaffected for larger spin sys-
tems for nominal values. Numerical description of smaller spin sys-
tems needs precise setting of flip angle and phase. The numerical
optimum value of the flip angle and the phase for spin systems
were found to be different at different MAS rates.
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As the MAS rate increases, the strength of the II couplings is
reduced due to the averaging and the beneficial effects it has on
decoupling disappear. This phenomenon was noted and investi-
gated in some detail by Ernst et al. [10]. We find that at a MAS rate
of 11.6 kHz, Fig. 11, the peak height increases with the size of the
spin system till CH4. Any further increase in the spin system leads
to a slow decrease in the peak intensity. Interestingly enough, the
baseline of the spectra broadens at higher MAS rates for higher
spin systems (for larger values of n in SIn), which is the realistic sit-
uation. Such an observation was reported for TPPM by Ernst et al.
who also reported that the XiX decoupling scheme improved this
aspect resulting in significant intensity enhancement [19]. A fur-
ther increase in the broad baseline is observed for simulations
done at 17.4 kHz, Fig. 12, where the broad baseline appears at even
smaller size of the spin systems and peak height obtained with
SWf -TPPM is discouraging. This shows that the SWf -TPPM will
deteriorate around this MAS rate and the trend will continue for
higher MAS rates. However, we believe that it can be overcome
by a suitable design of the sweep profile and work is being done
along this direction.

5. Significance of phase in SPINAL performance

As already mentioned SPINAL was designed as TPPM blocks re-
peated with variations in the phase. In SPINAL-8 the four TPPM
blocks normally have phases (10, �10), (15, �15), (20, �20), and
(15, �15). The higher analogues were designed by supercycling
as outlined earlier. If the phases of the TPPM blocks are plotted
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against their order of occurrence, the profile of SPINAL-8 resembles
three-quarters of a Gaussian.

In addition to the pulse length which is the only parameter that
is normally optimised in SPINAL, the initial phase / and the phase
increment step d could also be allowed to vary. In the original
report the initial phase ð/ ¼ 10�Þ and phase increment ðd ¼ 5�Þ
were defined and fixed but this combination was found to be
sub-optimal in our earlier studies [9,21].

We now report results from our investigation on the perfor-
mance of SPINAL-8 and SPINAL-64 with different / and d. The
maximum value of the initial phase that we have studied is 5�
which was found to be better than larger values. Fig. 13 shows
the efficiency comparison of SPINAL-8 scheme as a function of d
for initial / values of 1�, 3� and 5� at MAS rates of 5, 10, 15, and
20 kHz. The first striking observation is that the recommended
step size of 5� is not the optimum for all cases and depends upon
the initial phase as well as on the MAS rates. The optimum combi-
nation is not significant for the lower MAS rate of 5 kHz but be-
comes more important for higher MAS rates and is extremely
critical for the high MAS rate of 20 kHz. This is understandable
in the light of robustness created by strong 1H–1H couplings. The
most efficient point in these curves are comparable to regular
SPINAL-64 (data not shown) which suggest that supercycling is
perhaps not very critical.

Our experimental investigations suggest that besides pulse
length ðsÞ, the initial phase ð/Þ and phase increment step ðdÞ need
to be optimised for increasing the efficiency of SPINAL scheme. The
optimum value of both these parameters depends on the spinning
speed.

6. Decoupling in liquid crystal: role of phase

In an earlier study, TPPM based phase-modulated heteronuclear
decoupling sequences were applied on a liquid-crystal and were
shown to improve the spectra [21]. In particular, we found that
SPINAL-6415 was more robust than SPINAL-6410. Additionally,
SWf -TPPM sequences were found to perform better at higher phase
ð2/ ¼ 40�Þ than the regular values of 2/ ¼ 25�. Moreover, the
dependence of these sequences on the 1H offset depended on the
value of / taken [21].

Results of a systematic study on the interplay of the phase and
the proton offset on the decoupling efficiency monitoring the Ca

peak of 5-CB are shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 14a shows the off-resonance
behaviour of SPINAL-6410, SPINAL-6415, SWf � TPPM25, SWinv

f �
TPPM25, SWinv

f � TPPM40, SWtan1
f � TPPM25, and SWtan1

f � TPPM40,
the number on the subscript showing the phase (/ for SPINAL)
and phase difference ð2/Þ for SWf -TPPM schemes chosen for the
modulation under the study. This comparison indicates that
higher values of the phase have improved off-resonance behav-
iour whilst the lower values of phase are more efficient on res-
onance. We have also attempted the reverse, that is, determining
the optimum value of the phase difference ð2/Þ for various off-
resonance positions. Fig. 14b shows the comparison of decou-
pling efficiency of various sequences as a function of the phase
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difference for on-resonance decoupling. Smaller values of phase
are more efficient in this situation. With the carrier offset by
400 and 800 Hz, the results, shown in Fig. 14c and 14d, respec-
tively indicate that the optimum value of phase moves towards
higher values gradually.

It can be seen that at on-resonance SPINAL-6410 performs better
than SPINAL-6415 with the latter showing better 1H off-resonance
characteristics. The SWf -TPPM sequences also showed similar
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resolution of the spectra which were realised with SWf -TPPM
sequences [21].

To summarise the results, it is advisable to use SWf � TPPM/,
SWinv

f � TPPM/, and SWtan
f � TPPM/ with higher value of 2/, (say

30–40�) or SPINAL-6415 which allows the carrier frequency to be
kept slightly away (0.5–1.0 kHz) from Ca without much loss in
the intensity in the case of samples under static conditions for het-
eronuclear dipolar decoupling.

7. Conclusions

We have designed decoupling sequences by modulating the
pulse length of TPPM blocks. This simple approach has produced
effective decoupling schemes that are easy to implement. It was
found that robustness of decoupling depends upon the nature of
the sample itself and degrades with the MAS rate. Both of these
observations can be explained on the basis of II couplings. The sim-
ulations show that II couplings lead to a robust performance for
these sequences and enhanced peak intensity for higher spin sys-
tems. The simulations also show a broadening of the baseline for
higher spin systems.

Various SWf -TPPM sequences based on different sweep profiles
have been designed and tested and it was found that at lower MAS
rates, the details of the profile are not critical. Robust performance
can be realised by designing a SWf -TPPM scheme with a large
sweep width. A detailed investigation of frequency-modulated
decoupling sequences was done. These sequences are robust with
experimental parameters and robustness being tunable at lower
MAS rates.

SPINAL enjoys widespread popularity because it is easy to use
and optimise with improved efficiency to TPPM. We have investi-
gated the effect of varying the initial phase and the phase incre-
ment on the decoupling efficiency of SPINAL. Our study shows
that improved performance can be achieved by manipulating the
initial phase and increment steps with SPINAL-8 optimised in this
fashion having comparable performance to supercycled SPINAL-64.

The liquid-crystal study suggests that robustness towards
off-resonance of the modulated TPPM sequences (SWf -TPPM
sequences and SPINAL-64) improves with increasing depth of the
phase modulation with marginal loss of efficiency. For such sys-
tems, it is advisable to work with an optimum phase difference
ð2/Þ of 30–40� for SWf -TPPM sequences and phase of ð/Þ 15� for
SPINAL-64.
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